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Cell type innovation at the tips of the animal tree
Yuriko Kishi and Joseph Parker
Understanding how organs originate is challenging due to the
twin problems of explaining how new cell types evolve and how
collective interactions between cell types arise and become
selectively advantageous. Animals are assemblages of organs
and cell types of different antiquities, and among the most
rapidly and convergently evolving are exocrine glands and their
constituent secretory cell types. Such structures have arisen
independently thousands of times across the Metazoa,
impacting how animals chemically interact with their
environments. The recurrent evolution of exocrine systems
provides a paradigm for examining how qualitative phenotypic
novelties arise from variation at the cellular level. Here, we take
a hierarchical perspective, focusing on the evolutionary
assembly of novel biosynthetic pathways and secretory cell
types, and how both selection and non-adaptive molecular
processes may combine to build the complex, modular
architectures of many animal glands.
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Introduction
Animals are composed of distinct cell types with unique
properties that confer functions onto the organs they
comprise. Although knowledge of how animal cell types
originate and diversify remains fragmentary, our understanding is likely to advance with the advent of single cell
sequencing technologies that offer new approaches to
studying variation at the cellular level [1,2]. A burst of
recent studies have exploited single-cell RNAseq
(scRNAseq) to survey the cellular composition of widely
divergent animal clades [3,4,5,6–8]. Such efforts are
revealing deep homologies of certain cell types across
metazoan phylogeny [9], as well as generating a picture of
cellular diversity in early animals [10]. Yet, much
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organismal variation that arises at the shallowest taxonomic levels—between genera, species and populations
—is also due to differences in cell type. It is here—at the
tips of the animal tree—where new phenotypic diversity
is generated, and where enduring conceptual problems in
cell type evolution lie. For a new cell type to evolve,
numerous co-expressed gene products must become
streamlined to operate together in the differentiated cell,
conferring a new identity. Moreover, multicellular organ
function often depends on the coordinated actions of
multiple cell types, meaning that evolutionary changes
within an individual cell type may have ramifications for
the higher-order collective. Understanding how emergent, organ-level behaviors evolve hinges on explaining
how distinct cell types gain the capacity to cooperate with
each other. Here, we focus on animal exocrine glands as
intuitive models for understanding how molecular evolutionary processes generate cooperativity at the cell type
and organ levels.

Glandular biosynthetic systems: a hotspot of
cell type novelty
Exocrine glands sit at the interface between an organism
and its environment and have evolved convergently
thousands of times across the Metazoa [11]. Glandular
novelties are capable of producing an impressive array of
natural products that mediate chemical interactions with
other species or modify an animal’s niche space
[11,12]. Among countless substances, exocrine secretions include peptide toxins, small-molecule defensive
compounds, volatile and contact pheromones, milk,
sweat, saliva, anti-desiccants, antimicrobials, lubricants
and glues for adhesion. Each instance of exocrine gland
evolution derives from the assembly of unique, taxonrestricted secretory cell types, specialized for the biosynthesis of particular compounds. This phenomenon is
exemplified by certain clades of insects such as rove
beetles (Staphylinidae), where different lineages have
evolved non-homologous, multicellular defense glands
at different locations on their abdomens [13–15]. These
structures are capable of manufacturing highly diverse
and often unique small molecule chemistries (Figure 1).
One corollary of their rampant, convergent evolution is
that glands may be lost just as frequently as they are
gained. Independent losses of sebaceous glands in cetaceans, hippos, elephants and naked mole rats are an
example [16].
Exocrine glands represent qualitative novelties with the
explicit property of manufacturing a certain substance.
This inherent feature of glands provides a natural framework for examining the phenomena of cooperativity that
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Glandular biosynthetic diversity in rove beetles (Staphylinidae).
Different rove beetle subfamilies synthesize different compound classes from non-homologous glands in abdominal segments. The position of
each taxon’s gland is indicated by arrows; single arrows indicate median glands in the middle of the segment, while double arrows indicate paired
glands on either side of the body. Example compounds are depicted beneath each beetle. (a, b) Members of Aleocharinae, such as Atheta (a) and
Zyras (b), have diversified the compounds made by homologous gland cell types. (c) Bledius (Oxytelinae); (d) Stenus (Steninae); (e) Proteinus
(Proteininae); (f) Philonthus (Staphylininae). Photo credits b–f: Udo Schmidt.

permeate cell type and organ evolution [11]. First,
secretory cell function relies on the biosynthetic machinery. Explaining how components of this machinery
evolved to work together embodies how new cellular
functions arise via cohesive interactions between coexpressed gene products. Second, exocrine glands often
exhibit ‘biosynthetic synergism’ whereby different cell
types cooperate to manufacture a functional cocktail.
Understanding how cooperativity arises at the organ level
may potentially be inferred by retracing how pathways
coevolved in different cell types within the gland.
Because gland function is contingent on cooperation
between secretory cells, which themselves express
multi-component biosynthetic pathways, a hierarchical
view of how evolution operates at each of these levels is
necessary.

Evolution at the pathway level: evidence for a
metazoan biosynthetic toolkit?
The term ‘exocrine gland’ is a wastebasket for nonhomologous organs that differ massively at the anatomical, cellular, and biosynthetic levels [11]. Yet, to what
extent are glands convergent? Are they wholly unrelated
structures at the molecular and developmental levels that
have evolved ‘de novo’ each time in different species, or in
different parts of the body? Alternatively, might they
www.sciencedirect.com

exhibit deeper, molecular homologies—products of
repeated deployment of a hypothetical ‘gland genetic
toolkit’ across phylogeny and ontogeny? Addressing convergence is key to understanding how exocrine glands
have been reinvented so many times during animal
evolution. Further, it may illuminate how secretory cell
types exhibit functional cohesion among the numerous
components of the complex biosynthetic and secretory
systems they express.
A key observation is that convergence also extends to the
level of the chemical secretions that many glands
produce. Across the animal tree, the same types of
small molecule secretion have evolved independently on
multiple occasions. For example, numerous clades of
terrestrial arthropods have employed the same classes
of compounds for pheromonal communication or chemical defense, including noxious benzoquinones, alkaloids
and various kinds of terpenes, as well as short-chain and
long-chain fatty acid-derived compounds such as alkanes,
alkenes, aldehydes and aliphatic esters [11,13,17–19].
The enzymatic routes leading to these compounds in
different species are often unstudied. Nevertheless, parallel recruitment of the same biosynthetic enzyme families appears to be an explanation in at least some cases.
For example, in insects, long-chain (C20–C45) cuticular
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2021, 69:112–121
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hydrocarbons (CHCs) are secreted onto the body surface
and function as species-specific pheromones and antidesiccants [20]. CHCs are synthesized in specialized cells
called oenocytes, located in abdominal segments [21]. An
oenocyte fatty acid pathway has been discovered that
synthesizes CHCs and appears largely conserved across
insects [22]. The core pathway consists of fatty acid
synthases (FASNs) that produce short-chain fatty acids,
which are extended by very long-chain fatty acid elongases (Elovls) before conversion to aldehydes by fatty
acyl-CoA reductases (FARs). Double bonds are sometimes introduced by desaturases [22]. Terminal decarbonylation by a specific Cytochrome P450 (CYP4G) yields
the final hydrocarbon [23].
This ancient CHC pathway appears to have acted as a
template for analogous pathways in numerous more
recently evolved insect glands. For example, moth sex
pheromone glands employ a truncated logic with fatty acid
synthesis, desaturation and reduction steps to yield highly
volatile, shorter chain aldehydes and alcohols [24,25]. An
analogous system exists in bumblebee labial glands that are
involved in social communication; here FAR enzymes have
duplicated extensively, leading to complex pheromonal
blends of fatty alcohols [26]. In our own work on the
defensive gland of the rove beetle, Dalotia coriaria, we
determined that a near-complete analogue of the CHC
pathway—minus an elongase—has been assembled convergently, via cooption or duplication of enzymes that
function in other fatty acid-producing cell types. In this
example, the CHC pathway logic has clearly been
‘rediscovered’ by evolution and operates in a novel cell
type—the ‘solvent cells’—which manufacture a medium
chain alkane, undecane, that functions to dissolve noxious
benzoquinones (Figures 1a, 2 ) [27].
Such recycling of enzymatic logic implies that evolution
has repeatedly drawn from a pre-existing genomic toolkit,

making it easier to comprehend how the functional cohesion within gland cells may readily arise. For these fatty
acid-derived compounds, an ancient biosynthetic module
provides components that function effectively as a unit
and can hence be reutilized. The corralling of pathway
enzyme that work together occurred long ago. Could the
redeployment of ancient biosynthetic modules explain
the recurrent use of other compound classes? Compared
to hydrocarbons, our genetic understanding of how animals synthesize other secondary compounds is more
limited. Nevertheless, suggestive evidence exists, and
the widespread use of benzoquinones provides a further
example. These aromatic compounds have arisen as
defensive chemicals in millipedes, harvestmen (Opiliones), earwigs, cockroaches, grasshoppers, hemipteran
bugs and at least seven times independently in beetles
[13,28,29]. Notably, all insects manufacture quinones for
purposes unrelated to defense, in each case utilizing the
aromatic rings of dietary tyrosine and phenylalanine to do
so. One example is ubiquinone (Coenzyme Q)—a redoxactive 1,4-benzoquinone made in the mitochondrion,
where it functions as a cofactor in the electron transport
chain [30]. Another is during the synthesis of cuticular
pigments [31]. In this latter context, quinone intermediates form via oxidation of catechols, including dopa and
dopamine, a step carried out by a secreted laccase enzyme
[32,33]. Evidence that these conserved pathways have
provided source genetic material for pathways that manufacture defensive benzoquinones comes from the Dalotia defense gland. Here benzoquinone biosynthesis
derives from tyrosine and is routed via the mitochondrion
where the aromatic ring is modified by ubiquinone pathway enzymes; the resultant hydroquinones are then oxidized by a rove beetle-specific laccase paralogue, yielding
the final benzoquinones (Figures 1a, 2) [27]. Comparable modes of benzoquinone synthesis may exist in
other clades. A tentative example comes from the twocomponent chemical defense system of Neocapritermes

Figure 2
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Defensive gland of the rove beetle Dalotia coriaria (Aleocharinae).
(a) Confocal micrograph showing the two anatomically distinct cell types comprising the gland. BQ cells (marked in green with Wheat Germ
Agglutinin) make benzoquinones. Solvent cells (nuclei labelled magenta with antibody to the Engrailed transcription factor) make a C11 alkane,
undecane, and three hydrocarbon esters. Blue: phalloidin-stained muscle. (b) Cartoon of the gland: The two cell types secrete into a common
reservoir; the benzoquinones dissolve in the alkane/ester solvent, creating a bioactive secretion that is released from the gland opening.
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2021, 69:112–121
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termites, where pouches on the dorsal body rupture,
releasing a laccase that oxidizes hydroquinone precursors
secreted by the labial glands [34]. However, the pathway
for hydroquinones is unknown in this case.
The idea that there are genetic paths of least resistance to
novel chemistries is further supported by evidence of
parallel evolutionary routes to terpene synthesis in
insects. Plants and bacteria make terpenes by binding
dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP) to different numbers of isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) monomers—a
process catalyzed by isoprenyl diphosphate synthases
(IDSs). The resultant isoprenyl diphosphates are converted to terpenes by terpene synthases (TPSs). Insects
also use IDSs to transform DMAPP and IPPP into
isoprenyl diphosphates; for example, farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase (FPPS) produces FPP, the precursor of
juvenile hormone. Yet, despite the widespread use of
terpenes as insect pheromones and chemical defenses,
their de novo synthesis appeared doubtful due to an
absence in insect genomes of TPSs with homology to
those from plants and microbes. This view changed on
discovery of unrelated proteins with TPS activity in bark
beetles [35], flea beetles [36], and shield bugs [37].
These insect TPSs, which have been shown to synthesize
aggregation or mating pheromones, are all derived from
within the IDS enzyme family itself. What is striking is that
this change in enzyme properties, from IDS to TPS,
appears to have happened convergently. The IDS-derived
TPSs from beetles and hemipterans are all derived from the
FPPS clade but do not form a clear monophyletic group,
implying multiple origins [37,38]. Moreover, a recent
study in a butterfly, Heliconius melpomene, reported a
further novel TPS derived from the geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate synthase (GGPPS) clade of IDSs. The function
of this enzyme, in the biosynthesis of an anti-aphrodisiac
terpene pheromone, (E)-b-ocimene, in abdominal scent
glands, is unambiguously convergent with other known
insect TPSs [38].

Evolution at the cell level: the global molecular
composition of gland cell types
While biosynthetic pathways execute the explicit functions of secretory cell types, they cannot operate without
an intracellular support system that equips the cell for
elevated compound production and secretion. Mechanisms are needed for the regulated import of precursors,
trafficking of intermediates, and transport of products to
the secretory machinery, which for small molecules often
consists of specialized, seemingly compound-specific
transporters and channels [11]. Achieving a clearer
understanding of secretory cell type evolution requires
a global view of the molecular environment inside the
differentiated cell. One approach is to quantify the
transcriptomic composition of cell types—a task that
has been made possible by scRNAseq methods that
transcriptionally profile populations of thousands of cells
www.sciencedirect.com

[1,2]. scRNAseq has already been used to address questions related to cell type evolution [5,7,8,39,40], and has
the potential to illuminate how cell type novelties, such as
secretory cells, are assembled. A key recent development
has been the implementation of unsupervised learning
methods to identify gene expression modules—quasidiscrete constellations of co-expressed genes that
correspond to aspects of cell identity or state [41,42].
Decomposing a cell type’s gene expression profile into
modules permits discovery of transcriptomic ‘building
blocks’ that may have been used to construct the cell
type during evolution. This strategy can simultaneously
address the molecular uniqueness of novel cell types as
well as quantify their transcriptomic relatedness to other,
more ancient cell types within an animal.
While this unsupervised approach has not yet been widely
used in an evolutionary context, it shows promise. Applying this method to a 10X Genomics scRNAseq cell atlas of
the Dalotia rove beetle abdomen, we reconstructed the
evolutionary assembly of the solvent cell type within the
beetle’s defensive gland [27]. Solvent cells form an
epithelium that invaginates from the cuticle to form a
reservoir into which they secrete a short-chain alkane and
ester compounds (Figure 2a, b). Strikingly, this novel
cell type appears to have evolved via a process of
‘transcriptomic hybridization’, in which the cuticle cells
gained expression of over 200 transcripts encoding proteins involved in fatty acid synthesis and lipid metabolism,
and which are shared with two ancient, fatty acidproducing cell types—the oenocytes and fat body
(adipocyte) cells. Presumably, evolutionary acquisition
of this transcriptomic module transformed cuticle cells into
solvent cells, capable of producing large amounts of novel,
short-chain hydrocarbons as part of the beetle’s defensive
cocktail. Analogous glandular modifications of the integument are common in arthropods [43] and may evolve
generally via transcriptomic hybridization between cuticle
cells and other biosynthetic cell types within the body.
It is tempting to think that the convergent employment of
an entire suite of pathway enzymes—or perhaps an entire
gene expression module that confers gland identity—is
made more facile by its coordinated transcriptional control. In prokaryotes, regulation of pathway expression is
trivial, with the convenient organization of enzyme loci
into operons controlled by a single adjacent promoter
[44]. In contrast, pathway enzymes are seldom tandemly
clustered in animal genomes but instead scattered across
chromosomes; the genome itself is also typically much
larger, with regulatory elements that may be very distant
to the open reading frame [45]. How pathway enzymes
are coordinately expressed, often in a precise temporal
and cell-type specific fashion, remains poorly understood
[11]. An important model that is potentially applicable
in this context is that of the ‘terminal selector’—a transcription factor that promotes terminal differentiation by
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2021, 69:112–121
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Figure 3
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Building gland complexity via adaptive and non-adaptive processes.
(a) A terminal selector (TS1) is activated by multiple enhancers (green squares, e1–e4 in locus diagram on left) which express TS1 in four
complementary sectors of a glandular epithelium (indicated by green horizontal bars in gland diagram on right). TS1 activates enzymes A, B and
C, which comprise the biosynthetic pathway that synthesizes a weakly noxious alkane. (b) Some cells become bifunctional by gaining an
additional pathway that synthesizes benzoquinone, a more toxic compound, for which the alkane now acts as an effective solvent.
Bifunctionalization occurs via acquisition of a second TS (TS2) that activates enzymes X, Y, and Z, and is controlled by an enhancer (orange) that
drives expression in the same cells as e4. (c) Synthesis of the two compounds becomes subfunctionalized by neutral degeneration of the TS1
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activating numerous target genes conferring a cell type’s
ultimate function. The terminal selector model is supported by studies of neuron subtype differentiation
. Here, several transcription factors have been shown to
act as terminal selectors that program the identity of
different neuronal classes. They do so by coordinately
activating batteries of genes encoding the biosynthesis
and secretion of specific neurotransmitters, such as dopamine and serotonin [46,47].
The terminal selector paradigm—schematized in
Figure 3a—provides an attractive alternative to microbial
operon logic for achieving equivalent coordinated control
when pathway components are diffuse in the genome.
What evidence exists for terminal selectors in animal
glands? Recently, a study in Drosophila implicates such
unitary transcriptional control in the biosynthesis of
CHCs in oenocytes. Here, expression of an extensive
enzyme network is coordinated by a single nuclear receptor, Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 4 (HNF4). Inhibition of
this transcription factor prevents stored lipids from being
converted in CHCs, leading to adults that are desiccationprone. This effect stems from an oenocyte-autonomous
function of HNF4 in promoting expression of at least
18 CHC pathway enzymes, including FASNs, CYPs and
EloFs [48]. Although it is not yet clear whether HNF4
directly activates these enzyme loci, one can conceive
how, by merely expressing HNF4 in a novel cellular
context, a cell might be transformed into a hydrocarbon-secreting gland cell. The terminal selector paradigm
is additionally attractive from an evolutionary standpoint
because cis-regulatory changes in downstream targets
could occur during evolution. By altering which enzymes
are expressed within the gland, divergent chemistries
could arise between species. For example, in rove beetle
defense glands (Figure 2), homologous cell types can
manufacture distinct compounds in different species,
sometimes dramatically so (Figure 1a, b). It is alluring
to think that these modified secretions reflect regulatory
sequence evolution downstream of a conserved transcription factor in these beetle’s glands [49].
Further evidence for the terminal selector model comes
from Bombyx silk glands, where the Hox protein Antennapedia and the LIM-homeodomain protein Arrowhead
drive parallel expression of multiple, distinct silk protein
components in complementary regions of the gland
[50–52]. In plants, the transcription factor ODORANT1
activates expression of biosynthetic enzymes for volatile
floral scents, as well as their cognate ABC transporter for
atmospheric release [53]. Notably, in a new study using
whole-body scRNAseq atlases of different animal species,

Tarashansky et al. [5] uncovered close transcriptomic
correspondence between several secretory cell types in
Xenopus frogs and zebrafish, which share expression of
developmentally important transcription factors as well as
some secretory proteins. This finding is congruent with a
previous study that homologized frog cement glands with
fish epidermal glands on account of their shared expression of the transcription factor Pitx1/2, as well as similarities in the neuronal mechanisms controlling secretion
[54]. These findings have been proposed as evidence
of deep conservation of certain glandular structures
between fish and frogs, entailing potential loss of these
organs in a number of other vertebrate lineages. An
alternative explanation is that these are apparent organlevel homologies that arise from re-deployment of the
same gland terminal selector in different organismal
contexts.

Evolution at the organ level: modular
architecture of animal glands
It is at the highest level of cell type evolution at which we
understand the least: the coevolution of cell types within
organs and organisms. A recurring feature of exocrine
glands is the regional compartmentalization of biosynthesis—a phenomenon that is pronounced in small-molecule
defense glands [11,13,14,34,43,55–57]. Here, a noxious
compound and its solvent may be secreted into a common
reservoir by different cell types (e.g., Figure 2), or a
benign precursor and its activating enzyme are released
from different sources. A comparable phenomenon is
emerging from studies of protein-secreting and peptide-secreting glands, including venom glands of snakes
[58,59] and centipedes [60], where different toxins are
produced by segregated cell populations (recently
reviewed by [61]). Regionalized biosynthesis has also
been demonstrated in moth silk glands [62], cnidarian
digestive glands [63] and seed beetle accessory glands
that produce seminal fluid [64]. Adaptive explanations for
gland modularity are easy to dream up: restricting products to different cell types helps control when and where
components are secreted, or combined to make a harmful,
bioactive mixture; furthermore, a ‘one cell type one
product’ system permits evolutionary specialization of
each cell type to more efficiently synthesize or modify
its respective secretion. Compartmentalization may also
permit regulated release of different substances—a
capacity demonstrated in cone snails [65] and assassin
bugs [66], where distinct venoms are produced for antipredator defense versus prey envenomation.
The challenge, however, lies in explaining how modularity arises in the first place. We suggest that separation of

enhancer corresponding to region 4. (d) An intermediate product of the alkane pathway is an equally effective solvent, permitting the neutral loss
of expression of the terminal enzyme within the gland via enhancer degeneration. However, because the aldehyde solvent is, by itself, non-toxic
compared to the ancestral alkane solvent, both the aldehyde and benzoquinone are simultaneously needed for the glandular secretion as a whole
to be selectively advantageous. Modularity of the gland thus becomes entrenched.
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biosynthetic functions into different cell types might not
necessarily originate via selection. It may instead derive
from neutral (or non-adaptive) genetic changes, which
spread via drift and become irreversibly locked-in via a
ratchet-like process, as different chemical components
become co-dependent [67]. Non-adaptive processes have
been shown to underlie the emergence of multimeric
protein complexes [68–70] and may explain the increased
size and complexity of eukaryotic versus prokaryotic
genomes [71], as well as the rich diversity of eukaryotic
cell morphology [72]. The extent to which non-adaptive
phenomena act at the organ and organismal level remains
unknown [73], but we advance that the modular
architecture of exocrine glands could arise through such
processes. We present a hypothetical scenario of how nonadaptive and selective forces can combine to build organ
complexity (Figure 3). Consider a simple glandular epithelium in which secretory cells manufacture a weak,
defensive alkane, using three enzymes (Figure 3a). Some
cells within the epithelium become bifunctional via
gain of an additional pathway, yielding a second, more
toxic compound—a benzoquinone—that dissolves in the
alkane (Figure 3b). The potent two-compound mixture
confers a strong selective advantage, but the alkane’s
contribution to the adaptive value of the secretion is
now solely as a solvent. Biosynthetic subfunctionalization
arises via neutral, degenerative enhancer mutations in
transcription factors that control expression of the alkane
pathway, leading to complementary domains of alkane

and benzoquinone biosynthesis (Figure 3c). Because the
alkane’s precursor—an aldehyde that itself is a still
weaker defensive compound than the alkane—performs
the solvent role equivalently well, neutral inactivating
mutations are free to arise in the terminal enzyme locus.
Hence in a final ratchet-like step, a two-component
system with classical biosynthetic synergism arises, in
which both compounds must simultaneously be present
to confer a selective advantage at the organ level
(Figure 3d).
In this scenario, adaptive changes may independently
modify each cell type. However, the establishment of
modular organization and functional co-dependence of
cell types within the organ were not established via
selection. Our scenario has parallels with the duplication
and subfunctionalization of genes via degenerative
enhancer mutations [74,75], and aligns with the notion
of inactivating mutations as a potentially significant force
generating complexity [76]. We point out that a further
non-adaptive phenomenon may contribute to gland complexification, which is the tendency for cell numbers to
drift. The size of an organ is tightly controlled during
development but is relatively independent of final cell
number [77,78]. Intraspecific variation in cell number is
typical of multicellular organs [79], and likely has a
genetic component. Genetic changes in cell numbers
are unlikely to be purged by purifying selection if their
impact on fitness is minimal. Hence, secretory cell

Figure 4
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Cell number drift provides opportunities for adaptive exploration of chemical space.
(a) The number of cells comprising a gland drifts among individuals in a population. (b) In a subset of cells, a mutation gives rise to a secondary
product that works synergistically with the first product. The fewer-cell variant does not reach the threshold for selection because there are not
enough cells synthesizing the secondary product to be selectively advantageous. The variant with more cells synthesizes enough secondary
product, allowing the synergistic interaction between the two compounds to confer a selective advantage. (c) The variant with fewer cells loses
the secondary product by drift, while the variant with more cells maintains the secondary product by selection. (d) Modular subfunctionalization of
the gland may arise through processes depicted in Figure 3.
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2021, 69:112–121
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numbers within a gland likely fluctuate via drift, within
limits set by selection (Figure 4a). We suggest that
non-adaptive increases in cell number may provide
opportunities for the expression of novel enzymes or
pathways, permitting exploration of chemical space
which may occasionally be selectively advantageous
(Figure 4b, c). Gland modularity may ensue via nonadaptive subfunctionalization as already discussed
(Figure 4d). We note that many glands are composed
of only a few cells, so small cell number increases are
proportionally large, and could provide a significant avenue for expression of biosynthetic novelties.
The idea that secretory cell bifunctionality can be a
precursor to the non-adaptive evolution of subfunctionality and modularized biosynthesis dovetails with the
framework for cell type evolution proposed by Arendt
[80], in which cell types tend to go from multifunctional
to segregated functions. We additionally suggest that
increases in cell number—via either selection or, as we
point out, drift—may help mitigate constraint for functional divergence by providing opportunities for incipient
subfunctionalization.
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